Best in Class Business Analytics

Increase your bottom line by knowing exactly what is happening in your tanks. Using industry-leading algorithms, AccuChart tracks both expected and unexpected changes in your underground storage tanks. Streamline your accounting processes through Business Inventory Reconciliation. And be notified immediately in the event of a sudden drop in fuel inventory.

Leveraging the industry’s most utilized tank charting and business reconciliation solutions, ensure your operations are accurate and maximize profits while minimizing risk.

Business Inventory Reconciliation

Keep money from flowing out of your dispensers with BIR for the TLS-450PLUS. Reducing your variance even a small amount among inventory, delivery and dispensing can mean saving thousands for your business.

- Automated method for calculating fuel variance
- Adjusts for metered sales and deliveries
- Daily, Monthly and Rolling Reporting Options

AccuChart

It all starts with an accurate tank chart. Your underground storage tank changes over time and an inaccurate tank chart is the leading cause of site reported variance. AccuChart 3.0, the latest version of the industry’s leading tank charting solution, is only available in the TLS-450PLUS.

- Tracks fuel data to create a tank chart more accurate than the manufacturer’s
- Minimizes variances
- Calibration in as little as 14 days

Timed Sudden Loss

Know when theft is happening at your site before it is too late. Receive notification of large drops in inventory to protect your investment.

- Sudden loss (theft) alarm
- Programmable thresholds for alarms
- User defined monitoring periods

Call 888.561.7942 or visit www.veeder.com
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